U. GUNTZER
In n en-archimedean function theory, i.e. the theory of several variables over a field k with a non-archimedean valuation, the concept of the norm of uniform convergence on a k-affinoid set (i.e. the analogue of a (C-analytic set in the theory of several complex variables) is an important tool. It can be computed intrinsically in terms of the spectrum of maximal ideals of the corresponding k-affinoid algebra (i.e. the analogue of a (C-analytic algebra). The aim of this lecture, which is based on joint work with R. Remmert (Mmister), is to define a semi-norm of uniform convergence on a large class of k-algebras A without any norm or analytic structure thereby reducing this concept to a purely algebraic one depending only on the algebraic structure of A and of course on the valuation of k.
The point of departure for our considerations is the valuation theoretic notion "spectral norm" introduced in Q23 and studied in detail in [. 53 in order to handle extension problems from a field to algebraic extension fields (always with applications to k-affinoid algebras in mind). Here this notion is generalized in such a way that also integral extensions A of a k-algebra B may be treated. We study the behaviour of the norm of uniform convergence under "going up and down" from A to B and vice versa. Due to the Noether normalization lemma many problems in the theory of k-affinoid algebras may be reformulated as extension problems, where the smaller algebra is a "free" k-affinoid algebra T^ enjoying many "nice" properties. Therefore we can apply the general theory in order to algebraize and thereby simplify the proofs for some of the fundamental results for k-affinoid algebras. This program had been started for k-Banach algebras instead of general k-algebras inC^D? but there some arguments taking advantage of the special structure of k-affinoid algebras had to be used.
1 . 1 . Supremum-semi-norm on k-algebras.-Let k be a field with a non-archimedean non trivial valuation. (We do not suppose k to be complete). Let A be a (commutative) k-algebra. We want to derive a semi-norm on A from the given valuation on k. In order to do so, we use the following Def. 1.1 : (Spectrum of k-algebraic maximal ideals of A) "^ U. GUNTZER Max A : = )x ; x maximal ideal in A and. A/x algebraic over k1
Of course Max, A may be empty, e.g. if A is a transcendant field extension of k. But in many cases the k-algebraic maximal spectrum of A contains substantial information about A. For x € Max, A and f € A denote by f(x) the image of funder the canonical residue epimorphism K : A -3^A/x. Because A/x is an algebraic extension of k it can be provided with the spectral norm belonging to the given valuation on k. (For the concept «spectral norm » see pj ; we just mention here, that it coincides with the uniquely determined valuation extension, in case k is complete). The spectral norm is invariant under k-Galois automorphisms and therefore it does not matter how A/x is embedded into the algebraic closure k of k. Thus we may speak of lf(x)( , where f e A and x € Max, A, and are able to introduce Then one has : IbJ g is infinite one has to modify the following lines slightly in a obvious manner. (if the maximum modulus principle holds for B, one can find such an y e. Max B even for ^ = 1. ) Put p[yj := X 11 + b., (y) X 11 " 1 +...+ b^(y) e k^(x]. Choose o<e kn ,. such that pCy1(o<) = 0 and such that H = max |b^(y)l /1 . This is possible, because Then there is a canonical isomorphism f : BCf3 ->BQXJ/p.BJxJ, which maps f onto X.
Combining o 1 and f we get a k-algebra epimorphism <r ot : B (fj -^k'(<) , such that f is mapped onto ^ . The kernel x of this map is a k-algebraic maximal ideal of BCf3 and one sees |f(x) I = 1^ I . Thus equation (^") remains to be verified. In order to do so, first, we assume that A is without zerodivisors. Then the quotient field Q(A) Therefore m = p and hence (^ is verified. And that equation was all we needed to finish the proof of (a) also for the general (i.e. the reduced) case.
Ad ( Thus we have found an equation of integral dependence of minimal degree for ^("b^f and may compute |^(b)f| according to (a); the maximum modulus principle holds. X is finite and A can be embedded into ® A/D N ow it is easy to deduce the first statement of the proposition from lemma 1.3.
Remark : The condition, that A has to be reduced, cannot be omitted because I (g^p being power-multiplicative is a norm only on reduced k-affinoid algebras. spectral norm. ^ is then an isometry. ok and p are contractions according to lemma 2.1. Thus we know already that ^ op is continuous. In order to show that also 4' is. continuous, we take advantage of the closed-graph-theorem : Let b , n <-3N, be a sequence in B such that b^ -> 0 and ^ (b ) -> f € A. If we can show f = 0, then we know,.that ^ must be continuous.
Then (a) f is topologically nilpotent,
In the maximum modulus principle holds for B, then also the following statement is equivalent to (a), (b) and (c) :
Furthermore> for all f € A also the following statements are equivalent Prop. 2.7 : Let A be a reduced k-affinoid algebra. Then every k-algebra homonprphism from an arbitrary k-Banach algebra into A is continuous. In particular :
there is no other (up to topological equivalence) Banach algebra structure on a reduced k-affinoid algebra A.
Proof : According to prop. 1.7 II is a norm on A and hence we may apply prop. 2.3, which gives the derived result.
If B is an integrally closed k-affinoid algebra such that I | is a complesup te norm on B (this is the case e.g. for B = T , d € B U [0\, or Proof : We have to reduce the general case, i.e. A is only a reduced algebra, to the special case, that A does not admit zero divisors ^ 0. Because A is noethe-M_ rian, the set '^ of minimal prime ideals is finite, hence A" := ® A/f> is a M " i.-^ Tn oetherian A-module. Provide A with the norm I (dp )p€'1f' := max l|o^<pll » "where ||cU| denotes the residue class norm of A 6 A/p . Then K^ is a noetherian k-Bar res " p nach algebra and K(A) is closed in A » where 7r(f) := (^(f)).,,^ and^:
A -^A/T) are the canonical residue class epimorphisms. Apply prop. 2.7 to the reduced k-affinoid algebras A and TC(A). Then one sees that Tt : A -^(A) is topologscal, in particular there is some constant C 6. B such that (f || ^ C||7t(f)|r . In order to verify the first assertion of the lemma it suffices to show : ith -y 6 x. This is equivalent to "TC(f) is topologically nilpot-ent for all-ycl^" ' according to cor. 2.6. As one can see easily from the proof of the first assertion, this is the same as "f is topologically nilpotent". The verification of the characterization for power bounded elements is carried out in the same way. is closed in A.. Now lemma 3.3 gives the assertion.
In order to be able to "go up", i.e. to show that A is a Banach function algebra, if the smaller algebra B has this property, we have to treat the cases char k = p > 0 and char k = 0 differently.
Lemma 3.5 ' -Let A be a k-Banach algebra vith norm jj ||. Assume that char k = p > 0. Then the folio-wing statements are equivalent :
(a) -f -> inf || f 1 ! 1 ! , f£ A , is a norm inducing the same topology as J (J, ife(N (b) there is a power multiplicative k-algebra norm on A inducing the same topologŷ II!!-( e) A^ is closed in A.
Proof : We give a cyclic proof. Obviously (a) implies (b). In order to show that (c) follows from (b) we have to verify that for every sequence (f.).
^ A, such that lim f^ =: g 6 A exists, one has g6 A^ Denote byllthe power multiplica-i^oo 1 five norm, whose existence is assumed in (b 
iff
If i® take the different assumptions of propositions 3.6, 3.7 and cor. 3.4 in their strongest forms, we can combine them into the following. Remark : We do not suppose that the norm on B is multiplicative. It would be interesting to know how the condition "A finite over A 0118 ' 1 ' k , if char k > 0" can 120 U. GUNTZER be weakened or even removed.
3.2. Application to k-affinoid algebras. -As an easy corollary of the results of section 3.1 we get the following result for k-affinoid algebras :
Prop. 3.9 : Reduced k-affinoid algebras are Banach function algebras, if char k = 0 or if k is finite over k p , where p = char k > 0.
Remark : This result has been proved in [;2J. Subsequently it was shown in Ll3» that the condition on k is superfluous.
Proof : Let p = char k > 0 . If and only if k is finite over kP also T is n finite over T^. Then, of course, A is finite over ff for every k-affinoid algebra A. Now let us. drop the assumption char k > 0 and let us consider the special case, that A has no zero divisors,, first. Choose a Noether normalization map ^ : T -> A for some nfc (N U {0\. Then ^ is a finite torsionfree k-algebra monomorphism. Because the "free" k-affinoid algebras T are noetherian integrally closed Banaeh function algebras, all the assumption of prop. 3.6 or 3.7 are fullfilled and hence A is a Banach function algebra. Now let us return to the general case, where A is only a reduced algebra. Then one can embedd A into the ringtheoretic direct sum of its prime components, i.e. there is a k-algebra monomorphism i : A -> 9 A/y. , i=1 where V^ , . . . , ^ are the minimal primes of A. Define |(«. , . . . , « )\ = ^""lot | r i=1 1 sup for all rf^ € A/^ , i = 1 , . . . , r . According to what we have proved already I | is complete on A^ and therefore I || is a complete power multiplicative k-algebra r norm on 0 A/y. . i is a finite continuous map. Because A is noetherean we may i=1 r conclude that then i(A) is closed in ^ A/y.. Hence | | is complete on i(A). i=1
